The Magic of Presentation Design –
Tips and Tricks you can use to captivate your audience

• Two hurdles to think about even before designing an online presentation: your audience may have a short attention span, and may also be tempted other digital applications – Facebook, email, the news etc

• Question for audience: What makes a presentation boring?

• A presentation and an essay are two different animals. A written essay provides in depth analysis whereas a presentation simplifies the information. It is all about much your audience can actually remember. Keep your presentation on point, concise, and short. Think of commercials, newscasts, and TED Talks as examples to emulate.

• **Do NOT** copy long sentences or paragraphs from your essay.

• Your brain is not wired to read and listen at the same time.

• A presentation is like a rocket ship; it needs a mission, fuel, and a place to land.

• Information alone will not hold the attention of your audience.

• The trajectory of your presentation:
  1. Define your audience.
     Obsess about your audience. You need to know your audience in order to solve their problems.
  2. Establish the mission.
     What do you want your audience to gain from your presentation? What solutions can you provide?
  3. Open with a hook. Make them curious. Use a burning question, a surprising fact, a metaphorical image, act out a dialogue between two characters, or maybe show a cartoon you found in the newspaper.
  4. Tell a story.
     A story is powerful because it provides the context missing from abstract prose.
  5. Develop the body. Choose three topics and apply them to the story. Be concise, meaningful, useful and specific.
  6. Conclude with a final A-HAH – the conclusion. **Make sure your audience can fill in this blank at the end**
    “I am so glad I watched your presentation because I now know how to _______________

"
TIPS and TRICKS

1. Create a meaningful title. Do not use “ing”. Use verbs. Dare to be emotive.
   Use a title generator to get ideas: http://www.title-generator.com/

2. **Use images.** We are visual beings and vision is our most powerful sense.
   One half to 1/3 of our brain is devoted to seeing.
   Recognition soars with pictures.
   Our brain sees each word as a series of tiny pictures, and takes longer to identify the features in each letter in order to translate them into meaning.
   “Burn your current PPT presentations and create slides that take advantage of our incredible ability to understand images” – Dr. Medina
   An image can be a: flow chart (but not overly complex ones,) timelines, equations, cycles, pyramids, photos, or hand drawn sketches.
   **Ideally, choose only one image per slide.** An image should be as clear as a sentence.
   Make sure your choices are not offensive.

3. **Limit bullet points.**
   Use five lines or less of information per slide.
   Use keywords or short phrases. Do NOT use long sentences or paragraphs.
   Start each bullet point with the same tense.
   Slide in each bullet point as you say it.

4. **Leverage your voice.** A flat voice will kill the interest in your presentation faster than a bird can poop out blueberries.
   Think about the vocal energy behind a commercial, a talk show host, a sports announcer of a best friend telling you a gossipy secret. Notice the energy they put behind their voice that makes you want to listen to them...that is the voice you want to strive for.
   - Use an external microphone
   - Walk around a bit
   - Drink some warm lemon water
   - Practice at least once
   - Stand up and gesture
   - Smile!

   **How to pull ideas out of thin air (or how to think like a spider)**
   Go analog.
   Try using a white board or post it notes.
   Use mind mapping techniques to see the entire picture of your presentation and gain new insights between categories.
   If you use PPT use **outline view** and **slide sorter** to rearrange slides easily.
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Love this quote!!

“Creativity is intelligence having fun!” -- Einstein